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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an improvement of a digital broadcast receiving device which is used for a digital broadcasting system in which on the transmission side a broadcasting station broadcasts both video and audio signals or either one after coding or digitizing them, and which digitally demodulates a digital broadcasting signal and corrects errors on the reception side and converts the resulting signal into an analog signal for reproduction.

[0002] Generally, in the case of satellite broadcasting, it is necessary to use an antenna with sharp directivity and to adjust its bearing precisely to the direction of a broadcasting satellite.

[0003] In the case of an analog conventional satellite broadcast receiving device, the antenna bearing is adjusted so that the maximum antenna input field strength is obtained while observing the pointer of a level meter indicating a signal strength.

[0004] Generally, the above-mentioned antenna input field strength is obtained from the AGC voltage of an AGC circuit in the input stage of the receiver by conversion.

[0005] However, this method in which the input field strength only is converted from the AGC voltage and indicated on the meter has the following two disadvantages. (1) Sufficient precision and stability cannot be obtained. (2) The high input field strength does not necessarily mean good signal quality. Therefore when image quality deteriorates, namely when reproduced video and audio quality is lowered due to the deterioration of C/N (Carrier to Noise) ratio, it is impossible to know that such image quality deterioration is caused by the lowered C/N ratio of a transmission system or by a receiver.

[0006] As described above, in the reception of the satellite broadcasting signal, high input field strength does not mean an adequate receiving signal quality. The C/N ratio of the received signal is an important factor. Therefore, in some cases, an improvement is made so as to indicate not only the input field strength but also the C/N ratio to show the receiving signal quality.

[0007] For this purpose, in the case of an analog satellite broadcast receiving device, a triangular noise proper to frequency modulation (FM) system is measured to obtain the C/N ratio of the received signal.

[0008] It is expected that broadcasting digitization will bring about higher video quality, higher audio quality, multiple broadcasting channels and multiple broadcasting programs and at the same time multimedia service and interactive service.

[0009] In the case of a digital satellite broadcast receiving device, some modulation system different from analog system such as QPSK modulation is employed. Therefore, the C/N ratio cannot be measured and indicated by the same procedure as that of the analog system.

[0010] In Japan, the analog and digital broadcasting satellites exist in mixed form in almost the same direction. Therefore, it is impossible to determine which broadcasting system is now being received, analog system or digital system by measuring and indicating only the input field strength in the antenna bearing adjustment.

[0011] WO 92/12600 relates to a television receiver which can process a received television signal which may contain digital data. The receiver has means for measuring the signal quality or the like, for example, signal-to-noise ratio, field intensity, bit error rate, etc., of the received television signal.

[0012] It is an object of the present invention to provide a digital broadcast receiving device which can measure and indicate the quality of the received signal.

[0013] It is another object of the present invention to provide a digital broadcast receiving device which can distinguish a digital broadcasting signal from an analog one in the antenna bearing adjustment.

[0014] In a first aspect, the present invention provides a digital broadcast receiving device for demodulating and converting a digital broadcasting signal received at a receiving circuit into a visible and audible analog signal which is used in the digital broadcasting system that codes both video and audio signals or either one and adds additional data for control and information transmission and an error correction symbol for improving transmission errors, comprising:

- means for measuring an input field strength of the received digital broadcasting signal received at the receiving circuit, said means for measuring an input field strength comprising means for generating an AGC voltage according to the input level of the receiving circuit and for automatically controlling the input level in a domain where the error rate can be measured and for calculating an error rate comprising means for detecting transmission errors of the received digital broadcasting signal received at the receiving circuit;
- means for calculating an error rate from the detection results of said means for detecting transmission errors;
- means for converting said error rate into a receiving signal quality; said means for converting said error rate comprising means for calculating a first receiving signal quality based on the error rate in a domain where the error rate can be measured and for calculating a second receiving signal quality based on said input level in a domain where the error rate cannot be measured; and
- means for indicating said receiving signal quality, said means indicating the calculated first and second receiving signal qualities.
[0015] Preferably, the converting means converts the error rate into the C/N ratio of the received signal in the above digital broadcast receiving device.

[0016] In the above device, the means for detecting transmission errors of the received digital broadcasting signal detects errors, then the error rate is calculated from the error amount for the amount of input information. Such an error rate is converted into a factor of the receiving signal quality, for example, the C/N ratio, and indicated on a television receiver screen or other indicator. By this procedure, after the received digital broadcasting signal is digitally demodulated, the error rate obtained from the error detection part is directly converted into the receiving signal quality for indication. As a result, compared with a reception performance indication based on the value of the amplitude change of a signal such as the AGC voltage, the procedure has such advantages as higher precision and higher stability.

[0017] In other words, the reception performance indication based on the AGC voltage is adversely affected by the change of the AGC voltage due to the variation of the receiving circuit and the weather conditions, etc. Therefore, it is poor in precision and stability. To the contrary, the reception performance indication based on the error rate is not adversely affected by the variation of the receiving circuit but affected by the quality of the received signal itself. For this reason, this reception performance indication based on the error rate has higher precision and higher stability.

[0018] The receiving signal quality indication indicates the signal quality obtained by being converted into the C/N ratio, so the user and the maintenance staff can judge the reception conditions easily.

[0019] Even though the image quality, namely, the visible and audible quality after reproduction deteriorates, the user can determine whether the deterioration of the image quality is due to the deterioration of the C/N ratio or not by checking the receiving signal quality indication. In other words, if the indication level of the receiving signal quality is high, the user can judge that the C/N ratio is good. In this case, if the image display quality on the screen is poor, the user can judge that the transmission path from a broadcasting station to an antenna is normal and the receiving part from the antenna to an error detector (including a channel selecting circuit) is also normal, but a circuit portion after the error detector of the receiving device is defective. That is, a defective part can be located readily in the maintenance of the digital broadcast receiving device.

[0020] In addition, in the antenna bearing adjustment, and the measurement and indication of the receiving signal quality according to the present invention are made based on the bit error detection proper to the digital broadcast receiving device. Therefore, the receiving signal quality indication on the TV receiver screen means that an antenna is directed not to an analog broadcasting satellite but to a digital broadcasting satellite. If the antenna is directed to an analog broadcasting satellite, the receiving signal quality is not displayed on the receiver screen.

[0021] The above device can indicate the receiving signal quality based on the error rate and at the same time the antenna input level by the AGC voltage. Therefore, not only the input level required for antenna bearing adjustment but also the digital signal quality (C/N ratio) which is the reception performance for digital broadcasting can be indicated by displaying both the antenna level and the digital signal quality.

[0022] Further, the receiving signal quality based on the error rate can be indicated in the domain where the error rate can be measured, and the receiving signal quality based on the AGC voltage can be indicated in the domain where the error rate cannot be measured. Because the error bit rate is high in precision but narrow in the measurement range for the input field strength, and the AGC voltage is low in precision but wide in such a measurement range.

[0023] The digital broadcast receiving device may further comprise:

- means for determining that suitable signal quality is not obtained any longer based on the output of said means for converting said error rate when a received digital broadcasting signal contains many transmission errors; and
- means for indicating a warning on said means for determining said receiving signal quality when said means for determining determines that the signal quality is not adequate.

[0024] Thus, a warning on the indicating means is indicated when the receiving signal quality is judged as lower than the predetermined level because of many transmission errors.

[0025] The receiving device further comprise:

- a means for inhibiting both video signal output and audio signal output or either one when the means for determining judges that the signal quality is not adequate.

[0026] Thus, the receiving device judges that the receiving signal quality is lower than the predetermined level when many transmission errors occur, indicates a warning, and inhibits either video output or audio output or both.

[0027] The receiving device may further comprise:

- a means for outputting both video signal output and audio signal output as they are in the antenna bearing adjustment mode, and for inhibiting both video signal output and the audio signal output or either one when the determining means judges that the signal level is not adequate in any mode other than the antenna bearing adjustment mode.
In this case, the previously described muting or inhibiting operation is performed in any mode other than the antenna bearing adjustment mode. However, in the antenna bearing adjustment mode, even though many transmission errors occur, the muting operation is not performed and the antenna bearing adjustment can be made while checking the video and audio signals.

The receiving device may further comprise:

- A means for indicating a special function screen on the means for indicating said receiving signal quality in the antenna bearing adjustment mode; and
- A means for indicating both the receiving signal quality and the input level on the special function screen.

Thus, a special frame for the antenna level is displayed on the receiver screen in the antenna bearing adjustment mode to indicate both antenna level and digital signal quality.

The digital broadcast receiving device may further comprise a means for indicating the input level after indicating the receiving signal quality in the special function screen and securing it.

Thus, after indicating the digital signal quality in the antenna bearing adjustment as previously described, the antenna level is indicated. By so doing, in the antenna bearing adjustment, it is first confirmed that the antenna is directed to the direction of a digital broadcasting satellite by checking the signal quality indication. Then the antenna bearing can be finely adjusted while observing the input level indication.

The above digital broadcast receiving device may further comprise:

- A calculating means for calculating a correlation between the error rate and the input level in a domain where the error rate can be measured;
- A correcting means for correcting discontinuity between the domain where the error rate is used and the domain where the input level is used according to the correlation difference between the error rate and the input level when the first and the second receiving signal qualities are indicated.

Thus, correlation between the receiving signal quality based on the error rate and the receiving signal quality based on the AGC voltage is calculated. Discontinuity between both signal qualities is corrected according to the difference of the obtained correlation. By so doing, the function of the receiving signal quality indication can be secured even in an environment where noise level changes.

Fig. 1 shows a concept diagram of the configuration of a digital broadcasting system, and a block diagram of the configuration of one embodiment of a digital broadcast receiving device according to the present invention.
selecting circuit 7 selects one channel and at the same
time converts it into a signal of a fourth frequency.
[0064] The channel selecting circuit 7 is equipped with an AGC circuit which converts the signal of the fourth frequency (called an IF signal) into voltage change by AM demodulation to detect the field strength of the received signal. The AGC circuit also negatively feeds back such voltage change to an input stage amplifier as a gain control voltage (hereinafter called an AGC voltage) to always automatically keep the input signal to the subsequent circuits at an adequate signal level.
[0065] Fig. 2 shows the configuration of the AGC circuit of the channel selecting circuit 7. The digital broadcasting signal to be applied to the input terminal 6 is amplified by a gain variable amplifier 71, passes through a channel selecting part 72 for channel selection and frequency conversion. The resulting IF signal is sent to the QPSK demodulating circuit 8 of the next stage. The IF signal is amplitude-detected in the AM demodulating circuit 73 and negatively fed back to the control terminal of the gain variable amplifier 71 as the AGC voltage. The gain variable amplifier 71 is designed so that its gain is adjusted so as to keep the output always at an adequate level. The AGC circuit is a loop through which the IF signal, the output signal of the channel selecting part 72 is negatively fed back to the gain variable amplifier 71 on the input side.
[0066] The AGC voltage changes according to the input field strength, so the input field strength can be known from the AGC voltage conversely.
[0067] Fig. 3 shows a correlation between the input field strength and the AGC voltage as an example of the AGC voltage characteristics. In this figure, the input field strength is indicated along the X axis and the AGC voltage along the Y axis. As seen in this figure, the input field strength is in proportion to the AGC voltage in a certain range of the input field strength. Unstable factor in this figure means the characteristic changes of the circuit components due to temperature change for example, and characteristic variation due to the noise contained in an input signal.
[0068] Referring to Fig. 1, the AGC voltage is sent to the controlling part 15 and converted into a digital value by means of an A/D converter (not shown) as a second detector at the input portion of the controlling part 15. The resulting digital value is used as data for an input level indication.
[0069] If the channel selecting circuit 7 selects the signal of the third frequency according to the instruction from the controlling part 15, such a signal is converted into a signal of the fourth frequency (IF signal) suitable for demodulation and sent to the QPSK demodulating circuit 8 where the broadcasting data is demodulated. The carrier for demodulation, the output signal of the channel selecting part 72 is transmitted to the channel selecting circuit 7; and in the next stage, it is used as the carrier for demodulation.
[0070] The broadcasting data may be suffered from errors in the transmission path. The data is correctly demodulated in the error detecting/correcting circuit 9 of the next stage.
[0071] The error detecting/correcting circuit 9 comprises a first detecting means for detecting transmission

---

Fig. 1 shows a concept diagram of the configuration of the digital broadcasting system and a block diagram of the configuration of an embodiment of the digital broadcast receiving device according to the present invention.

In Fig. 1, the digital broadcasting system comprises broadcasting equipment including a broadcasting station 1 and a broadcasting relay satellite 2; subscriber receiving equipment including receiving antenna equipment 3, a digital broadcast receiving device 4 and a television receiver 5.

Any program produced by the broadcasting station 1 consists of video and audio signals. Both signals or either signal is coded into the first digital information. The first digital information is compressed by a data compression technique such as MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) into second digital information to improve transmission efficiency. The second digital information is multiplexed with digital informations also compressed of some broadcasts and combined with other digital informations regarding those broadcast programs and for other services to form third digital information.

The third digital information is divided into a data size suitable for data transmission. Each divided data is scrambled so that nonsubscribers cannot use such information easily. As the result, scrambled data is obtained.

Broadcasting data is obtained by adding a header indicating the meaning of the data and an error correction symbol for improving transmission errors occurring during transmission to the scrambled data. The broadcasting data is digitally modulated and the modulated data is sent to the broadcasting relay satellite 2 as a digital broadcasting signal of a first frequency.

The broadcasting relay satellite 2 receives the digital broadcasting signal and converts it into a digital broadcasting signal of a second frequency to retransmit it to the earth.

The subscriber receiving equipment on the earth receives the digital satellite broadcasting signal by means of the receiving antenna equipment 3.

The received signal is first converted into a signal of a third frequency which is suitable for cable transmission by means of a converter incorporated in the receiving antenna equipment 3 and to be transmitted to a digital broadcast receiving device 4 in each home.

A lot of signals of a plurality of channels (frequencies) from at least one broadcasting relay satellite 2 arrive at an antenna input terminal 6 of the digital broadcast receiving device 4. One of these signals is selected by a channel selecting circuit 7. The channel selecting circuit 7 selects one channel and at the same time converts it into a signal of a fourth frequency.
errors of the broadcasting data; a calculating means for calculating the error rate from the detection results of the first detecting means; and a correcting means for correcting transmission errors. The error detecting/correcting circuit 9 calculates the number of errors that have occurred in the broadcasting data and the amount of data which has passed through this circuit. The error detecting/correcting circuit 9 calculates the error rate of the data from "the number of the error data/the amount of data passed through the circuit" and sends them to the controlling part 15.

[0072] The controlling part 15 converts the error rate into receiving signal quality data by means of the conversion table indicating the correlation between the receiving signal quality and the error rate shown in Fig. 4. The resulting receiving signal quality data is sent to the indicator 18 or the television receiver 5 as the indication data.

[0073] Fig. 4 shows a correlation between the receiving signal quality (the C/N ratio) and the error rate calculated in the error detecting/correcting circuit 9. In this figure, the receiving signal quality is indicated along the X axis and the error rate along the Y axis. 1E-01 and 1E-02 along the Y axis means $1 \times 10^{-1}$ and $1 \times 10^{-2}$ respectively. The reception quality limit means the level at which if the error rate exceeds this value, that is, if the C/N ratio is lower than T, the error detecting/correcting circuit 9 cannot perform the normal error correction operation any longer and the video and audio qualities deteriorate extremely. The lowest level of the error rate corresponds to the error detectable limit of the error detecting/correcting circuit 9 in case of a extremely few error.

[0074] The broadcasting data after error correction is descrambled only when the subscribed broadcasting data specified preliminarily by the controlling part 15 is applied to a descrambling circuit 10, and the above-mentioned divided third digital information is reproduced. In this case, of the third digital information, the data regarding the receiver control and program information is sent to the controlling part 15.

[0075] The data separating circuit 11 of the next stage picks up the necessary data specified by the controlling part 15, namely, the data of a specified program out of the data of a plurality of multiplexed programs from the third digital information. The picked up video and audio data are sent to the digital expanding circuit 12 of the next stage as the above-mentioned second digital information.

[0076] The digital expanding circuit 12 expands the compressed and the shortened second digital information and returns to the original first digital information.

[0077] In this case, the video data of the first digital information is sent to a NTSC converting circuit 13, converted into an analog video signal according to the NTSC system and outputted from the video signal output terminal 19.

[0078] The audio data of the first digital information is converted by an audio converting circuit 14 into an analog audio signal and outputted from the audio signal output terminal 20.

[0079] These analog video and audio signals are sent to the television receiver 5 to be reproduced on the receiver screen.

[0080] Fig. 5 shows a TV screen indication example of an antenna level displayed by using the AGC voltage from the AGC circuit which was entered to the controlling part 15 in the above-mentioned process and a digital signal quality as a receiving signal quality displayed by using the error rate from the error detecting/correcting circuit 9. The antenna level and digital signal quality are respectively indicated stepwise with numerical values in a range of 0-20.

[0081] Fig. 6 shows an example of the indication of the antenna level and the digital signal quality indicated on an indicator 18 such as LEDs on the front panel of the receiving device 4. In this figure, 20 LEDs are continuously arranged as each indicator for the antenna level and the digital signal quality. Data is indicated stepwise by the number of lighted LEDs.

[0082] The indication processing operation of the receiving signal quality by means of the controlling part 15 will be described below with reference to Figs. 7 through 11.

[0083] Fig. 7 shows a first embodiment of the receiving signal quality indication processing routine in the controlling part 15.

[0084] In this processing routine, the controlling part 15 reads the data of the error rate calculated in the error detecting/correcting circuit 9 (step S30), and converts the error rate into indication data according to the conversion table shown in Fig. 8 (step S31). The resulting data is outputted to the indicator 18 which can indicate a digital signal quality (step S32). As shown in Fig. 6, the indication data specifies the number of the LEDs to be lighted counted from the leftmost LED of the digital signal quality indicator of the indicator 18 on the front panel of the receiving device 4. The digital signal quality as the receiving signal quality is indicated according to the indication data.

[0085] Fig. 8 shows the conversion table for determining the number of indication dots corresponding to the error rate to indicate a receiving signal quality stepwise. The indication dots are lighted in 20 stages according to the error rate. When the error rate is $5E-02$ or more, namely, $5 \times 10^{-2}$ or more, the number of indication dots to be lighted counted from the leftmost LED of the digital signal quality indicator of the indicator 18 on the front panel of the receiving device 4 is 20 and the digital signal quality indicated is a range of 0-20.

[0086] Fig. 9 shows a second embodiment of the receiving signal quality indication processing routine in the controlling part 15.
In this processing routine, the controlling part 15 reads the data of the error rate calculated in the error detecting/correcting circuit 9 (step S30), and converts the error rate into the indication data according to the conversion table shown in Fig. 8 (step S31). It is judged whether the number of the indication dots of this indication data is 4 and less or not, namely, whether the error rate is 5E-03 or more or not (step S33). If the number of indication dots is more than 4, the indication data is sent to the indicator 18 to light the LEDs of the indicator 18 by the number specified by the indication data (step S32). If the number of the indication dots is 4 and less, the LEDs of the indicator 18 flashes (step S34) to give a warning that normal video and audio reproduction is impossible when the indication data is sent to the indicator 18.

The above-mentioned operation is performed under the condition that the error detecting/correcting circuit 9 cannot correct any data error when the number of indication dots of the indication data is 4 and less, namely when the error rate is 5E-03 or more. In this case, the video signal or the audio signal cannot be normally reproduced. Especially, in the case of digital video processing, an image on the screen can be lost in a block unit due to a slight error. Therefore, in the present embodiment, if the indication data is 4 and less, the indicator flashes to give a warning that normal video and audio reproduction is impossible. If normal video and audio quality can be maintained, namely, if the indication data is more than 4, the indicator lights normally.

Fig. 10 shows a third embodiment of the receiving signal quality indication processing routine in the controlling part 15.

In this processing routine, the controlling part 15 reads the data of the error rate calculated in the error detecting/correcting circuit 9 (step S30), and converts the error rate into the indication data according to the conversion table shown in Fig. 8 (step S31). It is judged whether the number of the indication dots of this indication data is 4 and less or not, namely, whether the error rate is 5E-03 or more or not (step S33). If the number of indication dots is more than 4, the indication data is sent to the indicator 18 to light the LEDs of the indicator 18 by the number specified by the indication data (step S32). If the number of indication dots is 4 and less, the LEDs of the indicator 18 flashes (step S34) to give a warning that normal video and audio reproduction is impossible when the indication data is sent to the indicator 18.

In addition, in the present embodiment, if it is judged that normal video and audio quality cannot be maintained in the step S33 (when the number of the indication dots to be converted is 4 and less), the indicator flashes (step S34), and at the same time, the output of the digital expanding circuit 12 is inhibited (step S35) and the video and audio signals containing noise are muted.

On the contrary, when normal reception quality is regained, the indication data is sent to the indicator 18 to light the LEDs of the indicator 18 by the number specified by the indication data (step S32), and at the same time the output of the digital expanding circuit 12 is permitted (step S36).

Fig. 11 shows a fourth embodiment of the receiving signal quality indication processing routine in the controlling part 15.

The present embodiment aims at an improvement of a conventional art in view of human engineering that the antenna bearing adjustment can be made more easily by roughly adjusting the antenna bearing while observing an image on a screen of a TV receiver 5, then by finely adjusting a peak value while observing the level on a special indicator 18 rather than by adjusting it while observing only the level on the indicator 18.

Like the control procedure described in Fig. 10, if the sufficient video and audio qualities cannot be maintained, namely, if the number of the indication dots is 4 and less in the step S33, the indicator 18 flashes (step S34). At the same time, it is judged whether the present mode is the antenna bearing adjustment mode or not (step S37). If the mode is not the antenna bearing adjustment mode, the output of the digital expanding circuit 12 is inhibited (step S35). If the mode is the antenna bearing adjustment mode, the output of the digital expanding circuit 12 is not inhibited and the antenna bearing adjustment can be made while observing an image on the screen of the TV receiver 5.

The antenna bearing adjustment mode is a function by which the user specifies the controlling part 15 that the antenna bearing is now being adjusted, by a signal which is sent to the TV receiver through a remote control photo receiving part 16 from a remote control transmitter (not shown) operated by the user, or by operating a button 17 on the front panel.

In the case of the embodiment shown Fig. 11, during the antenna bearing adjustment mode, the antenna bearing can be adjusted while observing an image on the TV receiver screen without muting the video and audio signals, even though such signals contain much noise. In this embodiment when the antenna bearing of a digital broadcast receiving device is adjusted while changing the antenna direction slowly, an image on the TV receiver screen changes accordingly. Therefore, this adjustment has an advantage that the antenna bearing can be optionally adjusted while observing an image on the TV receiver screen. However, a digital broadcast receiving device is so configured that when a digital broadcasting signal which has been normally received stops suddenly, noisy screen having no image is not displayed, but an image received immediately before the signal stop and stored in the frame memory of the TV receiver is displayed (in the form of a still image). Therefore, when the antenna is rotated rapidly during the antenna bearing adjustment to change the antenna bearing to achieve the optimum adjustment while receiving a digital broadcasting signal (as often occurs in the an-
tenna adjustment), the antenna deviates greatly from the direction of a digital broadcasting satellite and no signal is received. As described above, the antenna deviates from the broadcasting satellite greatly, but the image before turning the antenna is displayed (in the form of a still image) on the TV receiver screen. That is, the image displayed does not correspond to the antenna bearing, so it becomes difficult to adjust the antenna bearing while observing the image on the screen. If the antenna bearing suddenly deviates from the satellite direction and no signal is received in the antenna adjustment mode, the display of an image on a TV receiver screen can be stopped by muting the video signal displayed on the screen. That is, no image condition can be displayed on TV receiver screen corresponding to the antenna bearing deviation. By so doing, a digital broadcast receiving device with better functions can be obtained. Therefore, instead of the embodiment shown in Fig. 11, a digital broadcast receiving device may be so configured that if the mode is the antenna bearing adjustment mode, the antenna bearing can be adjusted while displaying an image on the screen of the TV receiver 5 without inhibiting the output from the digital expanding circuit 12, on the other hand, if the number of indication dots is 4 and less, namely, if it can be clearly judged that no signal is arriving, an image can be muted.

The fifth embodiment will be described below.

The fifth embodiment uses not only the processing routine of the first embodiment (shown in Fig. 7) but also the processing routine shown in Fig. 12. In Fig. 12, the controlling part 15 reads the AGC voltage of the AGC circuit, one function of the channel selecting circuit 7 (step S40) and converts such an AGC voltage into indication data corresponding to the AGC voltage according to the conversion table shown in Fig. 13 (step S41). The resulting data is outputted to the indicator 18 to light its LED(s) (step S42).

For example, as shown in Fig. 6, the indication data specifies the number of LEDs to be lighted counted from the leftmost LED of the antenna level indicating part of the indicator 18 on the front panel of the receiving device 4. This antenna level is indicated together with the digital signal quality indication described in the first embodiment.

Fig. 13 shows a conversion table to specify the number of the indication dots according to the AGC voltage in order to indicate the antenna level stepwise. The number of the indication dots is displayed in 20 stages according to the AGC voltage. If the AGC voltage is lower than 1V, the number of the indication dots to be lighted of the antenna level in Fig. 6 is zero (0), that is, no indication dot lights. If the AGC voltage is 1.9V or more and less than 2.4V, the number of the indication dots to be lighted is 8. If the AGC voltage is 4.5V or more, the number of the indication dots is 20.

In the sixth embodiment, the antenna bearing adjustments is made under the condition that the antenna level and the digital signal quality are indicated as shown in Fig. 5 on the special screen for the antenna bearing adjustment of the TV receiver 5, when in the case of the fifth embodiment, the user specifies the antenna level indication, for example, antenna bearing adjustment mode.

In the sixth embodiment, as the flowchart of the antenna bearing adjustment procedure of Fig. 14 indicates, if the antenna bearing adjustment mode is specified to the controlling part 15, the antenna level and the digital signal quality are indicated on the special screen (step S50), the user first roughly adjusts the antenna bearing while observing the antenna level indication (step S51). If the digital signal quality indication is zero (0), the antenna is directed not to a digital broadcasting satellite but to an analog broadcasting satellite. If the digital signal quality shows a certain level, the user can judge that the antenna is directed to a digital broadcasting satellite.

Next, the antenna bearing is adjusted by finding out the peak of the input level while observing the antenna level indication (step S53).

The sixth embodiment uses features of both the error rate as a criteria of the digital signal quality and the antenna level by the AGC voltage. That is, the former is high in precision but narrow in the measurement range for the input field strength to indicate exponential characteristics, and the latter is low in precision but broad in the measurement range for the input field strength. As clearly seen in Fig. 17, the change area, namely, the measurement range of the error rate for the change of the input field strength is narrow as indicated by the domain B. On the other hand, the change range of the AGC voltage for the change of the input field strength is broad as indicated by the domains A and C including the domain B.

The seventh embodiment is an improved sixth embodiment. As the flowchart of the antenna bearing adjustment of Fig. 15 indicates, if the antenna bearing adjustment mode is specified to the controlling part 15, the controlling part 15 controls so that the digital signal quality based on the error rate is indicated on the indicator 18 or the TV receiver 5 (step S60). The user, as described in the second embodiment, for example, adjusts the antenna bearing so that the necessary video
and audio qualities may be obtained (step S61). (Concretely, when the digital signal quality is normally indicated without flashing.) Then the controlling part 15 controls so that the antenna level based on the AGC voltage is indicated on the indicator 18 or the screen of the TV receiver 5 (step S62). Afterwards, the user adjusts the antenna bearing by finding out the peak of the input level with reference to the antenna level indication (step S63).

When this adjustment procedure is used, it becomes difficult to make a coarse adjustment. However, it becomes possible to adjust the antenna bearing after confirming that the antenna is directed to an digital broadcasting satellite by the digital signal quality indication. If the user directs the antenna to a digital broadcasting satellite according to the digital signal quality indication, a smooth antenna bearing adjustment can be made without being disturbed by radio waves of analog broadcasting satellites.

Next, the eighth embodiment will be described below.

In order to make the best use of the feature of the input level measurement by the AGC voltage and that of the receiving signal quality measurement as described in the sixth embodiment, the eighth embodiment, as shown in Fig. 17, combines both measurement data of input level and receiving signal quality to indicate the combined value as the digital signal quality for the change of the input field strength.

Fig. 17 shows a graph representing the change characteristics of both error rate and AGC voltage for the change of the input field strength. The error rate gradually decreases exponentially as the input field strength increases. However, the error rate tends to decrease according to the increase of the receiving signal quality in the positive direction of the longitudinal axis of the error rate. As seen in Fig. 17, when the input field strength changes, the error rate changes within the domain B only. In the case of the eighth embodiment, within the domain B, the receiving signal quality may be calculated and indicated based on the error rate according to the conversion table of Fig. 8 shown in Fig. 8. However, within the domains A and C where the error rate does not change, the receiving signal quality is calculated and indicated based on the AGC voltage for the change of the input field strength. In other words, in the domain B, the receiving signal quality indication is based on the error rate, and in the domains A and C, the receiving signal quality indication is based on the AGC voltage. The calculation of the receiving signal quality based on the AGC voltage can be performed by replacing the AGC voltage by the error rate in Fig. 17 and calculating the receiving signal quality based on the replaced error rate.

In the case of the eighth embodiment, as indicated in the indication processing routine of Fig. 18, the controlling part 15 enters the error rate from the error detecting/correcting circuit 9 and also enters the AGC voltage from the AGC circuit in the channel selecting circuit 7 (step S70). Whether the input level, namely, the input field strength is within the domain B or not is detected based on the AGC voltage (step S71). In the domain B where the error rate cannot be measured, a first receiving signal quality is calculated based on the error rate (step S72). In the domain A and C where the error rate cannot be measured, a second receiving signal quality is calculated based on the AGC voltage (step S73). Both a first and second receiving signal qualities are indicated on the indicator 18 or the screen of the TV receiver 5 (step S74). Therefore, the digital signal quality can be indicated in a wide input level range including the domains A, B and C.

However, the domain B of Fig. 17, namely, the domain where the error rate changes to the right or left according to the changes of the C/N ratio. That is, in the environment with less noise, the error rate decreases, even though the input field strength is constant. Therefore, the error rate characteristic curve shifts to the left on the drawing, so the domain B shifts to the left too. If the noise contained in the signal increases, the error rate increases, even though the input field strength is constant. In this case, the error rate characteristic curve shifts to the right on the drawing, so the domain B shifts to the right too. Even though the domain B shifts to the right or left from the reference state (for example, state as indicated in the figure), the relation between the input field strength and the AGC voltage does not change (That is, the AGC voltage characteristic curve does not change.) Therefore, critical points H1 and H2 between the domains A, B and C shift, and compared with the case where the domain B is at the reference state, the indication of the digital signal quality may discontinue.

The ninth embodiment will be described below.

The ninth embodiment is the improved type of the eighth embodiment. As indicated in the indication processing routine of Fig. 18, the controlling part 15 enters the error rate from the error detecting/correcting circuit 9 and also enters the AGC voltage from the AGC circuit in the channel selecting circuit 7 (step S70). Whether the input level, namely, the input field strength is within the domain B or not is detected based on the AGC voltage (step S71). In an environment where the correlation difference occurs between the error rate and the input level (for example, an environment where the noise level changes), the correlation between the error rate (the C/N ratio) and the AGC voltage as the input level is calculated in the domain B (step S75) where the error rate can be measured, the first receiving signal quality is calculated based on the error rate (step S72) and the second receiving signal quality is calculated based on the AGC voltage (step S73) in the domain A and C where the error rate cannot be measured. In the indication of continuous signal quality based on the first and second receiving signal qualities, discontinuity between the domain where the error rate is used and the domain where the AGC voltage is used is corrected according to the correlation difference between the error rate.
rate and the AGC voltage for the correlation between the error rate and the AGC voltage at the reference state in the domain B (step S76). Both the first and second signal qualities calculated are indicated on the indicator 18 or the screen of the TV receiver 5 (step S74). Therefore, the digital signal quality can be continuously indicated in a wide input level range including the domains A, B and C.

[0116] The differences between the ninth embodiment and the eighth one will be described in detail below. The AGC voltage is measured in a domain (for example, domain B) where the C/N ratio, namely, the error rate can be measured. In an environment where the noise level changes, the input field strength, namely, the AGC voltage is compared with the error rate. The correlation difference showing the difference of the domain B from the reference state (for example, the domain B corresponding to the error rate curve of Fig. 17) of Fig. 17 is calculated. The correlation difference is checked at the boundaries between the domains A, B and C. Continuity is secured at the critical points H1, H2 of the domains A, B and C by changing the indication coefficient (the number of indication dots) shown in Figs. 8 and 13, for example, even though these domains shift, in the indication of the first and second receiving signal qualities.

[0117] As described above, according to the present invention, it is possible to indicate the receiving signal quality based on the error rate obtained from the error detecting part in a digital broadcast receiving device. In addition, if the indication of the digital signal quality is secured, it can be confirmed that the digital broadcasting signal is now being received. Therefore, in the antenna bearing adjustment, if the digital signal quality is indicated, a received signal cannot be confused with an analog broadcasting signal. If the digital signal quality is indicated by converting it into the C/N ratio based on the error rate, in the case of deterioration of screen display, it is possible to diagnose that such a trouble is not caused by the noise on the transmission path including an antenna, but caused by any trouble on the receiving device side, if the indication value of the digital signal quality is large.

[0118] The digital broadcast receiving device which demodulates and converts the digital broadcasting signal received at the receiving circuit into an analog broadcasting signal has been described with reference to the above-mentioned embodiments. The present invention is not limited to such a digital broadcast receiving device, and can be applied to a data broadcast receiving device which demodulates a digital broadcasting signal received at a receiving circuit and takes out the digital data required in the form of bit stream to display it as it is on its screen.

[0119] It should be understood that the present invention is not limited to the above-mentioned embodiments and can be modified without departing from its scope.

Claims

1. A digital broadcast receiving device (4) for demodulating and converting a digital broadcasting signal received at a receiving circuit into a visible and audible analog signal which is used in the digital broadcasting system that codes both video and audio signals or either one and adds additional data for control and information transmission and an error correction symbol for improving transmission errors, comprising:

   means (7) for measuring an input field strength of the received digital broadcasting signal received at the receiving circuit, said means for measuring an input field strength comprising means for generating an AGC voltage according to the input level of the receiving circuit and for automatically controlling the input level so as to keep the output level constant, and means for detecting the input level based on the AGC voltage from said means for generating the AGC voltage;

   means for indicating the detected input level as said input field strength;

   means (9) for detecting transmission errors of the received digital broadcasting signal received at the receiving circuit;

   means (9) for calculating a bit error rate from the detection results of said means for detecting transmission errors;

   means (15) for converting said bit error rate into a receiving signal quality; said means (15) for converting said error rate comprising means for calculating (15) a first receiving signal quality based on the bit error rate in a domain (B) where the bit error rate can be measured and for calculating a second receiving signal quality based on said input level in a domain where the bit error rate cannot be measured; and

   means (18) for indicating said receiving signal quality, said means (18) indicating the calculated first and second receiving signal qualities.

2. A digital broadcast receiving device according to claim 1, wherein said input field strength and said receiving signal quality are simultaneously indicated.

3. A digital broadcast receiving device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said means for converting (15) said bit error rate converts said error rate into the C/N ratio of a received signal.

4. A digital broadcast receiving device according to claim 1, 2, 3, comprising:

   means for determining (15) that suitable signal
quality is not obtained any longer based on the output of said means for converting said bit error rate (15) when a received digital broadcasting signal contains many transmission errors; and
means (18) for indicating a warning on said means for indicating said receiving signal quality when said means for determining determines that the signal quality is not adequate.

5. A digital broadcast receiving device according to claim 1, 2, 3, comprising:

means (15) for determining that suitable signal quality is not obtained any longer based on the output of said means for converting said bit error rate (15) when a received digital broadcasting signal contains many transmission errors;
means (18) for indicating a warning on said means for indicating said receiving signal quality when said means for determining determines that the signal quality is not adequate;
means for inhibiting both video and audio signals or either one when said means for determining (15) determines that the signal quality is not adequate.

6. A digital broadcast receiving device according to claim 1, 2, 3, comprising:

means for determining (15) that suitable signal quality is not obtained any longer based on the output of said means for converting said bit error rate (15) when a received digital broadcasting signal contains many transmission errors;
means for indicating (18) a warning on said means for indicating said receiving signal quality when said means for determining (15) determines that the signal quality is not adequate;
means for determining (15) whether the present mode is an antenna bearing adjustment mode or not;
means for outputting the video (19) and audio signal (20) outputs as they are in the antenna bearing adjustment mode, and for inhibiting both video signal output (19) and the audio signal output (20) or either one when said means for determining (15) determines that the signal level is not adequate in any mode other than the antenna bearing adjustment mode.

7. A digital broadcast receiving device according to claim 1, 2 or 3, comprising:

means for indicating a special function screen on said means for indicating said receiving signal quality in an antenna bearing adjustment mode; and
means for indicating both said receiving signal quality and said input level in said function screen.

8. A digital broadcast receiving device according to claim 7, comprising:

means for indicating the input level after indicating the receiving signal quality in said function screen and securing it.

9. A digital broadcast receiving device according to claim 1, 2 or 3, comprising:

means (15) for calculating a correlation between said bit error rate and said input level in a domain where said bit error rate can be measured; and
means (15) for correcting discontinuity between the domain where said bit error rate is used and the domain where said input level is used according to the correlation difference between said bit error rate and said input level when the first and second receiving signal qualities are indicated.

Patentansprüche

1. Digitalrundfunk-Empfangseinrichtung (4), zum Demodulieren und Umwandeln eines digitalen Rundfunksignals, das an einer Empfangsschaltung empfangen wird, in ein sichtbares und hörbares analoges Signal, das sowohl Video- als auch Audiosignale oder beide kodiert und zusätzliche Daten für eine Steuerung und Informationsübertragung und ein Fehlerkorrektursymbol zum Verbessern von Übertragungsfehlern hinzufügt, umfassend:

2. Eine Einrichtung (7) zum Messen einer Eingangsfeldstärke des empfangenen Digitalrundfunksignals, das an der Empfangsschaltung empfangen wird, wobei die Einrichtung zum Messen einer Eingangsfeldstärke eine Einrichtung zum Erzeugen einer AGC Spannung in Übereinstimmung mit dem Eingangsspegel der Empfangsschaltung und zum automatischen Steuern des Eingangsspegels, um so denAusgangspegel konstant zu halten, und eine Einrichtung zum Erfassen des Eingangsspegels auf Grundlage der AGC Spannung von der Einrichtung zum Erzeugen der AGC umfasst;

3. Eine Einrichtung zum Anzeigen des erfassten Eingangsspegels als die Eingangsfeldstärke;
eine Einrichtung (9) zum Erfassen von Übertragungsfehlern des empfangenen Digitalrundfunksignals, das an der Empfangsschaltung empfangen wird;
eine Einrichtung (9) zum Berechnen einer Bitfehlerrate aus den Erfassungsergebnissen der Einrichtung zum Erfassen von Übertragungsfehlern;
eine Einrichtung (15) zum Umwandeln der Bitfehlerrate in eine Empfangssignalqualität; wobei die Einrichtung (15) zum Umwandeln der Fehlerrate eine Einrichtung zum Berechnen (15) einer ersten Empfangssignalqualität auf Grundlage der Bitfehlerrate in einer Domäne (B), in der die Bitfehlerrate gemessen werden kann, und zum Berechnen einer zweiten Empfangssignalqualität auf Grundlage des Eingangspegels in einer Domäne, in der die Bitfehlerrate nicht gemessen werden kann, umfasst; und
eine Einrichtung (18) zum Anzeigen der Empfangssignalqualität, wobei die Einrichtung (18) die berechneten ersten und zweiten Empfangssignalqualitäten anzeigt.

2. Digitalrundfunk-Empfangseinrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Eingangsfeldstärke und die Empfangssignalqualität gleichzeitig angezeigt werden.

3. Digitalrundfunk-Empfangseinrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Einrichtung zum Umwandeln (15) der Bitfehlerrate die Bitfehlerrate in das C/N Verhältnis eines empfangenen Signals umwandelt.

4. Digitalrundfunk-Empfangseinrichtung nach Anspruch 1, 2, 3, umfassend:
eine Einrichtung zum Bestimmen (15), dass eine geeignete Signalqualität nicht mehr erhalten wird, auf Grundlage des Ausgangs der Einrichtung zum Umwandeln der Bitfehlerrate (15), wenn ein empfangenes Digitalrundfunksignal viele Übertragungsfehler enthält; und
eine Einrichtung (18), zum Anzeigen einer Warnung auf der Einrichtung zum Anzeigen der Empfangssignalqualität, wenn die Einrichtung zum Bestimmen bestimmt, dass die Signalqualität nicht geeignet ist.

5. Digitalrundfunk-Empfangseinrichtung nach Anspruch 1, 2, 3, umfassend:
eine Einrichtung (15) zum Bestimmen, dass eine geeignete Signalqualität nicht mehr erhalten wird, auf Grundlage des Ausgangs der Einrichtung zum Umwandeln der Bitfehlerrate (15), wenn ein empfangenes Digitalrundfunksignal viele Übertragungsfehler enthält; und
eine Einrichtung (18) zum Anzeigen einer Warnung auf der Einrichtung zum Anzeigen der Empfangssignalqualität, wenn die Einrichtung zum Bestimmen bestimmt, dass die Signalqualität nicht geeignet ist.

6. Digitalrundfunk-Empfangseinrichtung nach Anspruch 1, 2, 3, umfassend:
eine Einrichtung (18) zum Anzeigen einer Warung auf der Einrichtung zum Anzeigen der Empfangssignalqualität, wenn die Einrichtung zum Bestimmen (15) bestimmt, dass die Signalqualität nicht geeignet ist; und eine Einrichtung zum Sperren sowohl von Video- als auch Audio-Signalen oder beiden, wenn die Einrichtung zum Bestimmen (15) bestimmt, dass die Signalqualität nicht geeignet ist.

7. Digitalrundfunk-Empfangseinrichtung nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3, umfassend:
eine Einrichtung zum Anzeigen eines Spezialfunktionsbildschirms auf der Einrichtung zum Anzeigen der Empfangssignalqualität in einem Antennenpeilungs-Einstellmodus; und eine Einrichtung zum Anzeigen sowohl der Empfangssignalqualität als auch des Eingangspegels in dem Funktionsbildschirm.

8. Digitalrundfunk-Empfangseinrichtung nach Anspruch 7, umfassend:
eine Einrichtung zum Anzeigen des Eingangs-
pegels nach Anzeigen der Empfangssignalqualität in dem Funktionsbildschirm und zum Sichern davon.

9. Digitalrundfunk-Empfangseinrichtung nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3, umfassend:

- eine Einrichtung (15) zum Berechnen einer Korrelation zwischen der Bitfehlerrate und dem Eingangsspegel in einer Domäne, in der die Bitfehlerrate gemessen werden kann; und
- eine Einrichtung (15) zum Korrigieren einer Diskontinuität zwischen der Domäne, in der die Bitfehlerrate verwendet wird, und der Domäne, in der der Eingangsspegel verwendet wird, in Übereinstimmung mit der Korrelationsdifferenz zwischen der Bitfehlerrate und dem Eingangsspegel, wenn die ersten und zweiten Empfangssignalqualitäten angezeigt werden.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de réception de diffusion numérique (4) pour démoduler et convertir un signal de diffusion numérique qui est reçu au niveau d'un circuit de réception selon un signal analogique visible et audible qui est utilisé dans le système de diffusion numérique qui code à la fois des signaux vidéo et audio ou l'un ou l'autre et qui additionne des données additionnelles pour une transmission de commande et d'information et un symbole de correction d'erreur pour améliorer des erreurs de transmission, comprenant:

- un moyen (7) pour mesurer une intensité de champ d'entrée du signal numérique reçu qui est reçu au niveau du circuit de réception, ledit moyen pour mesurer une intensité de champ d'entrée comprenant un moyen pour générer une tension CAG conformément au niveau d'entrée du circuit de réception et pour commander de manière automatique le niveau d'entrée de manière à maintenir le niveau de sortie constant et un moyen pour détecter le niveau d'entrée sur la base de la tension CAG en provenance dudit moyen pour générer la tension CAG;
- un moyen pour indiquer le niveau d'entrée détecté en tant que dite intensité de champ d'entrée;
- un moyen (9) pour déterminer une qualité de signal appropriée n'est plus obtenue sur la base de la sortie dudit moyen pour déterminer ledit taux d'erreurs binares lorsqu'un signal de diffusion numérique reçu contient de nombreuses erreurs de transmission; et
- un moyen (18) pour indiquer un avertissement sur ledit moyen pour indiquer ladite qualité de signal de réception lorsque ledit moyen pour déterminer détermine que la qualité de signal n'est pas adéquate.

2. Dispositif de réception de diffusion numérique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite intensité de champ d'entrée et ladite qualité de signal de réception sont indiquées de façon simultanée.

3. Dispositif de réception de diffusion numérique selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel ledit moyen pour convertir (15) ledit taux d'erreurs binares convertit ledit taux d'erreurs binares selon le rapport C/N d'un signal reçu.

4. Dispositif de réception de diffusion numérique selon la revendication 1, 2, 3, comprenant:

- un moyen pour déterminer (15) qu'une qualité de signal appropriée n'est plus obtenue sur la base de la sortie dudit moyen pour convertir ledit taux d'erreurs binares lorsqu'un signal de diffusion numérique reçu contient de nombreuses erreurs de transmission; et
- un moyen (18) pour indiquer un avertissement sur ledit moyen pour indiquer ladite qualité de signal de réception lorsque ledit moyen pour déterminer détermine que la qualité de signal n'est pas adéquate.

5. Dispositif de réception de diffusion numérique selon la revendication 1, 2, 3, comprenant:

- un moyen pour déterminer (15) qu'une qualité de signal appropriée n'est plus obtenue sur la base de la sortie dudit moyen pour convertir ledit taux d'erreurs binares lorsqu'un signal de diffusion numérique reçu contient de nombreuses erreurs de transmission; et
un moyen pour inhiber à la fois des signaux vidéo et audio ou l'un ou l'autre lorsque ledit moyen pour déterminer (15) détermine que la qualité de signal n'est pas adéquate.

6. Dispositif de réception de diffusion numérique selon la revendication 1, 2, 3, comprenant:

un moyen pour déterminer (15) qu'une qualité de signal appropriée n'est plus obtenue sur la base de la sortie dudit moyen pour convertir ledit taux d'erreurs binaires (15) lorsqu'un signal de diffusion numérique reçu contient de nombreuses erreurs de transmission;

un moyen (18) pour indiquer un avertissement sur ledit moyen pour indiquer ladite qualité de signal de réception lorsque ledit moyen pour déterminer (15) détermine que la qualité de signal n'est pas adéquate;

un moyen pour déterminer (15) si oui ou non le mode courant est un mode de réglage de support d'antenne; et

un moyen pour émettre en sortie les sorties de signal vidéo (19) et de signal audio (20) telles qu'elles sont dans le mode réglage de support d'antenne et pour inhiber la sortie de signal vidéo (19) et la sortie de signal audio (20) ou l'une ou l'autre lorsque ledit moyen pour déterminer (15) détermine que le niveau de signal n'est pas adéquat dans un quelconque mode autre que le mode réglage de support d'antenne.

7. Dispositif de réception de diffusion numérique selon la revendication 1, 2 ou 3, comprenant:

un moyen pour indiquer un écran de fonction spéciale sur ledit moyen pour indiquer ladite qualité de signal de réception dans un mode réglage de support d'antenne; et

un moyen pour indiquer à la fois ladite qualité de signal de réception et ledit niveau d'entrée dans ledit écran de fonction.

8. Dispositif de réception de diffusion numérique selon la revendication 7, comprenant:

un moyen pour indiquer le niveau d'entrée après indication de la qualité de signal de réception dans ledit écran de fonction et sa sécurisation.

9. Dispositif de réception de diffusion numérique selon la revendication 1, 2 ou 3, comprenant:

un moyen (15) pour corriger une discontinuité entre le domaine dans lequel ledit taux d'erreurs binaires est utilisé et le domaine dans lequel ledit niveau d'entrée est utilisé conformément à la différence de corrélation entre ledit taux d'erreurs binaires et ledit niveau d'entrée lorsque les première et seconde qualités de signal de réception sont indiquées.

un moyen (15) pour calculer une corrélation entre ledit taux d'erreurs binaires et ledit niveau d'entrée dans un domaine dans lequel ledit taux d'erreurs binaires peut être mesuré; et
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